December 12, 2022

The Honorable Kathy Hochul
Governor of New York State
NYS State Capitol Building
Albany, NY 12224

Dear Governor Hochul:

We write on behalf of our organizations, to request the inclusion of the “Climate Change Superfund Act” in your proposed FY 2023-2024 Executive Budget. This bill (S.9417/A.10556) was introduced earlier this year to ensure that the oil, coal, and gas industries are held financially responsible for the rising costs of the climate catastrophe that all of us already are—and will continue—enduring. Those industries’ decisions led to global warming; justice requires that they—not New York’s other taxpayers—be financially responsible for the tragically enormous climate crisis impacts that they created.

As you know, New York State—and the nation—is facing an existential threat posed by a rapidly heating planet. The climate changes resulting from the burning of fossil fuels are costing New Yorkers tens of billions of dollars in damages due to extremely powerful storms and flooding, escalating and frequent heat waves, and increased air pollution. Moreover, oil, coal, and gas companies are now benefitting from windfall profits as consumers pay higher heating and transportation costs. It’s time for some of those profits to be directed to protection, mitigation and remedial programs to address damages caused by the climate crisis. The largest oil companies made record profits in the 2022 second quarter, thanks to charging consumers gas prices of $5 or more a gallon this summer. For example, the second quarter profits for two companies are staggering: ExxonMobil $17.6 billion (a 273% increase from the previous year) and Chevron $11.4 billion (a 245% increase).

The climate crisis is happening now and updated data show continued increases in sea level, heat waves, wildfires, and many other impacts. The burning of fossil fuels has had severe adverse effects on New Yorkers, especially in environmental justice and low-income communities, such as extreme weather events that cost too many New Yorkers their lives and results in billions of dollars in damages. For example, “Super Storm Sandy” caused $19 billion in damages. Hurricane Irene devastated the state, resulting in over $1.3 billion in damages. Tropical Storm Lee brought drenching rains that caused over $1 billion in damages. Last year Hurricane Henri drenched the State with record-busting torrents of rain, and then Hurricane Ida shattered those records, causing devastating damage and tragically drowning New Yorkers in their own cars and homes. Recently, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ plan of how to protect the downstate region from future storms reported that it will cost a staggering $52 billion.

2 Ibid.
3 Environmental Protection Agency website as of 10/23/2022, https://www.epa.gov/climate-indicators
Blistering heat waves have smashed temperature records this summer across the country, scorching crops, fueling wildfires and killing people. Extreme heat is the number one weather-related killer in America, responsible for over 130 deaths in New York City per year, a number that could increase to more than 3,300 deaths annually by 2080 if action is not taken. Over one-third of New Yorkers live in areas “moderately to severely vulnerable to heat.” The impacts are most severe in frontline disadvantaged communities, and other vulnerable populations, such as senior citizens and people with chronic illnesses. The escalating extreme heat necessitates urgent investments in mitigation and a substantial increase in medical care due to increases in illnesses.

It is clear from historical records that for the better half of the late 20th Century, oil companies knew burning fossil fuels was warming the planet. Nevertheless, starting in the 1980s, the industry championed an aggressive climate change denial campaign opposing any policy proposals and undermining climate science. Their success in bamboozling many Americans has pushed the planet to the brink.

New York State must take the nation’s lead in developing and implementing a responsible and fair approach to fund critically important mitigation, adaptation, and community protection programs to respond to accelerating storms, floods, extreme heat, and other serious impacts of global warming. The “Climate Change Superfund Act” ensures that those responsible for greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions—the oil, gas, and coal industries—are responsible for the state’s climate-related environmental costs.

New York has a strong history of holding polluting industry accountable for the contamination they created. Both the Federal and State Superfund and the Oil Spill Fund are based on the “polluter pays principle,” with funding coming from annual fees placed on the oil and chemical industry for hazardous waste generated, and for their use of toxic chemicals and petroleum. These precedents provide a fitting and appropriate model for the fossil fuel industry—climate crisis contributors should be responsible for the costs related to the growing catastrophe from GHG emissions. There is broad public support for the "polluter pays" principle. National polling by the Center for Climate Integrity found 70 percent of Americans support holding climate polluters financially responsible for programs to fight climate change, jumping to 82 percent when respondents were informed of the fossil fuel industry’s deception and denial campaign.

This bill places the oil, coal, and gas industries squarely on the financial hook for the costs New York faces in addressing the worsening climate crisis. The Climate Change Superfund Act extends the “polluter pays” principle to greenhouse gas pollution released into the atmosphere from the combustion of fossil fuel, the primary cause of climate change from global warming. This fund could finance statewide upgrades to roads and bridges, subways and transit systems; upgrades to storm water drainage, sewage treatment, and other water systems; preparing the power grid and improving emergency response programs to deal with stronger hurricanes and other severe storms; protecting residents from more frequent and deadly heat waves with new programs (such as ensuring that air conditioning exists in all schools); and responding to environmental and public health threats, such as algal blooms and drought caused by a rapidly heating planet.

The climate crisis poses an immediate, grave threat to the state’s communities, health, environment, and economy. Our organizations strongly urge you to include S.9417/A.10556 in your proposed FY 2023-2024 Executive Budget. New York State is a national leader with its landmark Climate Leadership & Community

---
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11 The Center for Climate Integrity, https://payupclimatepolluters.org/survey-results
Projection Act, and it should also be a national leader with this first-in-the-nation, just and fair approach to ensure the state’s efforts to respond to global warming are appropriately funded by the industry that profited from and is responsible for the climate crisis. Thank you for considering our request.

Sincerely,
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